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Abstra tWith the re ent advent of loud omputing, the
on ept of outsour ing omputations, initiated by volunteer
omputing efforts, is being revamped. While the two paradigms
differ in several dimensions, they also share hallenges, stemming
from the la k of trust between outsour ers and workers. In
this work we propose a unifying trust framework, where orre t parti ipation is nan ially rewarded: neither parti ipant is
trusted, yet outsour ed omputations are ef iently veried and
validly remunerated. We propose three solutions for this problem,
relying on an ofine bank to generate and redeem payments;
the bank is oblivious to intera tions between outsour ers and
workers. In parti ular, the bank is not involved in job omputation or veri ation. We propose several atta ks that an be
laun hed against our framework and study the effe tiveness of
our solutions. We implemented our most se ure solution and
our experiments show that it is ef ient: the bank an perform
hundreds of payment transa tions per se ond and the overheads
imposed on outsour ers and workers are negligible.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The ability to exe ute large, ompute intensive jobs, is no
longer the privilege of super omputer owners. With the re ent
advent of loud omputing and volunteer omputing initiatives, users an outsour e their omputations for exe ution on
omputers with spare resour es. Cloud omputing provides
hardware (CPU and storage) apabilities, along with software
and ele troni servi es, whi h lients an elasti ally rent
while abstra ting from lower level details. Motivated by the
ability of omputer owners to donate CPU resour es, volunteer
omputing takes advantage of the highly parallelizable nature
of ertain omputations to distribute sub-jobs to available
omputers over the internet.
In this work we onsider a general  ompute market
framework, en ompassing the loud and volunteer omputing
paradigms: Parti ipating omputers an a t both as servi e
providers (workers) and as lients (outsour ers). Outsour ers
have omputing jobs they annot omplete in a timely fashion,
whereas workers are willing to spend CPU y les to run parts
of su h jobs. While it is natural to motivate parti ipation
through the use of nan ial in entives, the distributed nature of
the framework raises trust questions: Outsour ers may not trust
the workers to orre tly perform omputations and workers
may not trust outsour ers to provide payments following job
ompletion.
Besides systems for outsour ing omputations, open forums
that use kudos [2℄ to rate user posts and establish reputations
are also vulnerable to exaggeration atta ks. While solutions
exist that address the la k of trust that the outsour er has in a
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worker (see Se tion IX), the la k of trust of a worker in the
outsour er is not addressed  W is required to fully trust O.
This is however an important problem, sin e in our model the
outsour er an be any parti ipant (user with a PC or mobile
devi e).
We onsider the following omputation model. A job takes
as inputs a fun tion f : I ! R, an input domain D  I and
a value y 2 R and requires the evaluation of f for all values
in D. An outsour er, O, seeks one or all x 2 D values for
whi h f (x) = y . That is, O seeks to invert f for a parti ular
y , and the approa h he adopts is brute-for e. O partitions the
domain I and allo ates ea h partition, along with the fun tion
f and value y , to a different job. O posts jobs to a predened
lo ation. Any worker, W , an a ess the job postings, pull the
next available job, exe ute it lo ally and return the results. In
our work we model the ase of a single partition (job), and
one worker, W . W seeks payment for its work. The problem
is that O and W do not trust ea h other. From the standpoint
of O, O does not trust that W will indeed fully do the work he
undertakes. For example, W may evaluate f only on a portion
of D and seek full payment. From the standpoint of W , even
if he dutifully does the work, he does not trust that O will pay
him after he has expended the effort.
In this paper we propose solutions that address both issues
of trust. We rely on a trusted ofine third party, a bank B ,
that a ts stri tly as a nan ial institution in the transa tion
between O and W . B issues payment tokens, whi h O embeds
in jobs. W is able to retrieve a payment token if and only if
it ompletes a job. Our solutions employ the ringer on ept
proposed by Golle and Mironov [12℄.
Our rst solution (see Se tion IV) requires O to split the
key used to obfus ate the payment and hides the subkeys into
pre- omputed, randomly hosen parts of the job. The worker is
entitled to a probabilisti veri ation of the payment re eived
before beginning the omputation. A mali ious outsour er that
generates a single in orre t subkey may pass the veri ation step but prevent an honest worker from re overing the
payment. We address this issue in the se ond solution (see
Se tion V), through the use of threshold ryptography. O uses
threshold sharing to divide the payment into multiple shares
and obfus ates a randomly hosen subset of the shares with
solutions to parts of the job. The worker needs to retrieve only
a subset of the shares in order to re onstru t the payment.
This signi antly improves the worker's han e of retrieving
the payment even in the presen e of a mali ious outsour er

generating in orre t shares. However, this solution provides
the worker with an unfair advantage in re overing the payment
before ompleting the entire job: fewer shares need to be
dis overed.
We address this problem in our nal solution (see Se tion VI). We use exa t se ret sharing to ompute shares
of the payment token  all the shares are needed to reonstru t the payment. Instead of generating a single ringer
set, O generates a ringer set for ea h payment share and
uses a fun tion of the ringer set to hide the share. W and
O run a veri ation proto ol, where all but one share are
revealed and the orre tness of the last share is proved in zero
knowledge. While W annot reveal the last payment share
without solving the last ringer set, it is unable to distinguish
the revealed payment share even after omputing the entire
job. This effe tively prevents W from performing in omplete
omputations. Only the bank an retrieve the last share and
ombine it with the other shares to obtain the payment token.
Our solutions rely on an ofine bank: The bank does not
have to be online during job outsour ing operations, but only
during payment withdrawal and deposit. This ensures that the
bank has no involvement in the job outsour ing pro ess. The
bank is not required to a t as an es row agent, feature that
is essential in ensuring the bank's transparen y with regard to
the job omputation pro ess.
We have tested our third solution on two problems: nding
the pre-image of a ryptographi (SHA-1) hash, and the ab
onje ture [1℄. Our results, des ribed in Se tion VIII, show
that we impose small overheads on the bank (100 payment
transa tions per se ond) as well as on the outsour er and
worker (ranging from tens of ms to 1s for various job types
and system parameters).
II. M ODEL
Our framework is similar to the ones presented in prior
work [12℄, [8℄; we present it here for larity. The three
prin ipals in a solution are the outsour er O, the bank B , and
the worker W . O prepares jobs he wants done in the manner
we dis uss in Se tion I, B issues and redeems payment tokens
and W omputes the job.
In the ideal ase, B should be ofine: O and W independently transa t with it outside of any ex hanges they have as
part of the outsour ing. The role of B is to a t as a nan ial
holding ompany. B an easily link outsour ers to workers
and workers to the jobs they have performed, however, priva y
issues are outside the s ope of this work. B has no interest or
parti ipation in the nature of the outsour ing between O and
W . That is, B is trusted to a t as an honest bank and follow
the proto ol orre tly.
Outsour ers and workers are assumed to be mali ious.
Dishonest outsour ers will attempt to have their jobs omputed
while paying less than agreed. Dishonest workers will attempt
to redeem payments while minimizing the work they perform.
We do not onsider ondentiality, integrity and authenti ation issues, whi h an be appli ation spe i and we

believe are outside the s ope of this work. Existing off-theshelf tools an be used to authenti ate parti ipants, en rypt
and authenti ate messages, thus preventing atta ks su h as
impersonation, eavesdropping, inje tion and replay atta ks.
In the following we adopt the more abstra t me hanisms as
used in the random ora le model [5℄. G : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g1
is a random generator and H : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gh is a random
hash fun tion. We use the notation x ,!R D to denote the
fa t that the value x is randomly hosen from the domain
D. We also use x; y to denote the on atenation of strings x
and y . EK (M ) denotes the symmetri en ryption of message
M with key K . For a given symmetri key algorithm, let
s denote the key's bit size. We also assume the bank has
a trapdoor permutation, p; p 1 ; d that is se ure from nonuniform polynomial time [11℄ adversaries. The fun tion p is
publi , and p 1 is private to B .
III. R INGERS - A N OVERVIEW
The solution from Golle and Mironov [12℄ (see Se tion 2.3
there) that we extend is alled ringers. In this se tion, we
dis uss ringers and how they are used to solve the problem of
the trust in W . O needs to be able to establish that W does
indeed perform all the omputations that were outsour ed to
him.
The idea behind ringers is to require the outsour er to sele t
a small set of random input values from D and to pre- ompute
the image of the fun tion f on those values (true ringers).
Besides the image of interest, the outsour er sends to the
worker also the true ringers. The worker needs to retrieve
the pre-images of all the re eived images. In order to prevent
the worker from stopping the work after inverting all but one
image, the outsour er uses bogus ringers, whi h are values
from the image of f that do not have a pre-image in D. If the
worker is able to invert at least the true ringers, the outsour er
is onvin ed that the worker has ompleted a large per ent of
the job. The solution has the following steps.
Job Generation O hooses an integer 2m, the total number
of ringers. He pi ks an integer t 2 [m + 1; : : : ; 2m℄ whi h
onforms to the probability distribution d(t) = 2m t 1 . Let
t be the number of true ringers, and 2m
t be the number
of bogus ringers. O omputes f (x) for every true and bogus
ringer x. These post-images are in luded in the s reener S
that is sent to W . The s reener is used by W to de ide what
he must store for transmission ba k to O on e he is done with
the job. O uses this information to infer whether W did indeed
do the entire job, and pays W only if he infers that he did.
We larify how S works in the next step.
Computation and Payment The s reener S takes as input
a pair hx; f (x)i and tests whether f (x) 2 fy; y1 ; : : : ; y2m g
where y is the post-image whose pre-image O seeks, and ea h
yj is the post-image of a true or bogus ringer. If f (x) is indeed
in the set, then S outputs x; otherwise it outputs the empty
string. W omputes f for ea h element in D, pro esses ea h
through S , olle ts all the outputs of S and sends them to O
to re eive its payment. If W honestly does its work, then what
it sends O at the end is the set of true ringers, and possibly the

spe ial pre-image for whi h O is looking. The ringers ensure
that W does its entire work. The bogus ringers make it more
dif ult for W to stop prematurely and still make O believe
that it did its entire work.
To express the quality of their solution, Golle and
Mironov [12℄ introdu e the notion of a overage onstant. The
overage onstant (of a set of ringers) denotes the fra tion of
the job ompleted by W , given that W is a rational heater.
A rational heater is one that ontinually assesses the riskreward trade off between guessing that he has found all the
true ringers, and simply ompleting the entire job. A rational
heater risks stopping his work prematurely if the payoff is
higher than ompleting the entire job. We reprodu e here
Theorem 2 from [12℄: The bogus ringers s heme ensures a
1
4 m
overage onstant of 1 m2m
+1 ( m ) .
IV. PAYMENT S PLITTING BASED ON S UBKEYS
We now present our rst solution to the simultaneity
problem and analyze its properties. Table I summarizes our
notations.
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Fig. 1. Payment based on key splitting. The ringer subkeys, shown ea h
in a gray re tangle on the left side of the gure, are used to generate the
key that obfus ates the payment. The ringer subkeys and bogus ringers
(shown in white re tangles), authenti ated by B , are randomly permuted to
generate a veri ation set, shown on the right side, that will later allow W
to verify the validity of the payment.
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Setup:
O
generates
token
t =
I d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T , ontaining O's identity,
W 's identity, a fresh serial number the urren y value v and
the deadline for ompleting the job. O pi ks an integer k from
the interval m + 1; ::; 2m whi h onforms to the probability
distribution d(k ) = 2m k 1 , similar to [12℄. O keeps k
se ret. O also pi ks a symmetri key Ks , R 0; 1 s .
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Payment Splitting: O pi ks k points x1 ; ::; xk ,!R D
and generates k values Kj = H (f (xj )), j = 1::k (ringers) and
random values Kk+1 ; ::; K2m ,!R f0; 1gh (bogus ringers).
h is the bit size of the output of the one-way fun tion H .
Without loss of generality, let K1 < ::: < Kk (if they are not,
sort and rename). Let K = H (K1 ; ::; Kk ) (see Figure 1 for an
illustration). The ringers K1 ; ::; Kk are also alled subkeys
of K . Generate obf (t) = EKs (t)p(K ). Send to B the values
obf (t); t; k; K; K1 ; ::; K2m ; Ks .

veries rst that m + 1 
k ), where K1 ; ::; Kk are
the rst k keys from the set K1 ; ::; K2m . Then, it veries that
EKs (t)p(K ) = obf (t). If any veri ation fails, B aborts the
proto ol. Otherwise, it performs the following a tions.
 Store the tuple ht; Ks i lo ally.
 Generate random R ,!R f0; 1g. Sign obf(t) to obtain
obf (t) = p 1 (obf (t)) = p 1 (EKs (t))K . Let  =
p 1 (EKs (t)). Thus, obf (t) = K .  denotes a valid
payment of value v . Whoever an present this value to
B , an ash it.
 Generate
validation
set
V
=
fp 1(H (K1 ; R; \r00 )),..,p 1 (H (Kk ; R; \r00 ))g
[
fp 1(H (Kk+1 ; R)),..,p 1(H (K2m ; R))g (see Figure 1
for an illustration).
 Generate signature S = p 1(H (obf (t); t; R)). Send to
O the values obf (t), R, S and the set V.
Payment generation: Let  denote a random permutation. O generates the payment P = ht; obf (t); V er; 2mi,
where V er =  (V ). Ver is alled the validation set.
Job Transmission: O sends the job to W , along with
the values P , R, S.
Veri ation: W needs to verify P 's orre tness before
starting the job. First, it veries B 's signature on obf (t),
using R, the payment token t = hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T i
and the signature S = p 1 ((H (obf (t); t; R)). If it veries,
W initializes the set SK = ;. SK is the set of subkeys of K
known to W . Then, W sele ts indexes 1 ; ::; q ,!R f1::2mg,
q < r and sends them as hallenges to O. O pro esses ea h
hallenge j in the following manner.
 If the j th element V er, denoted by V er( j ), is a ringer
subkey signed by B , O reveals the pre-image xj 2 D.
W omputes Kj = H (f (xj )) and veries the equality
H (Kj ; R; \r00 )=p(V er( j )). If the equality holds, SK =
SK [ Kj and V er = V er
V er( j ). Otherwise, W
aborts the proto ol.
 If the value V er( j ) is B 's signature on a bogus ringer,
O reveals Kj 2 fKr+1 ; ::; K2m g. W veries the equality
H (Kj ) = p(V er( j ; R)). If it holds, V er = V er
V er( j ). Otherwise, W aborts the proto ol.
Computation: W removes B 's signature from ea h
element in the set V er. Let p(Ver) denote the resulting
set. W evaluates f on ea h input value x 2 D. If
H (H (f (x)); R; \r00 ) 2 p(V er), SK = SK [ H (f (x)) and
p(V er) = p(V er) H (H (f (x)); R; \r 00 ).
Payment extra tion: At the end of the omputation, to
extra t the payment, W sorts the elements in SK in in reasing
order. Compute K = H (SK [1℄; ::; SK [k ℄), where k is the size
of the SK set and SK [i℄ denotes its ith element (in sorted
order). Compute the value  = obf K 1 .
Payment redemption: If the urrent time is less
than T , W sends  to B , along with the tuple t =
hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T i. B a epts su h a message only
on e. It performs the following a tions.
 Retrieve the tuple ht; Ks i from its lo al storage.
Binding payment to job:

k

B

 2m and that K = H (K ; ::; K
1

O
f
B
W
D
H
h
p; p 1 ; d
2m
k

Kj
K
t
obf (t)
obf (t)

V
V er
S

The outsour er
The fun tion of interest for O
The bank
The worker
Domain of f outsour ed to W
Random hash fun tion
Output length of H
Trapdoor permutation of B
Total number of ringers
Number of payment shares

P

Subkeys of K
Obfus ation key
Payment token
Obfus ated payment token
Signed obfus ated token
Valid payment
Validation set
Permuted V
Bank signature
Outsour ed payment

TABLE I
Notation used in the subkey solution.

 Verify that the time T from t ex eeds or equals the

urrent time. Verify that the identier of the sender of
the message is indeed the se ond eld of t.
 Verify that DKs (p()) = t. If all veri ations su eed,
B redits W 's a ount in the amount v .
Can ellation: If the urrent time ex eeds T , W annot
redeem the payment. However, O an an el it by sending
t and S = p 1 (H (obf (t); t; R)) to B . Note that O annot
an el a payment before the expiration time T of its asso iated
job.
A. Analysis

Intuition: The purpose of the random R used during
the payment generation step is to bind obf (t) to V. This
proves that these values were signed by B at the same time,
preventing O from using obf (t) and V generated in different
proto ol instan es. While a value of format p(H (Ki ; R)) from
V erties the fa t that B has seen the subkey Ki , a value of
format p(H (Ki ; R; \r00 )) also authenti ates the fa t that O
laimed that subkey to be a ringer, subkey of K , where K
obfus ates the payment  . Note that B does not verify the
well-formedness of the ringers K1 ; ::; Kk . This veri ation is
to be performed by the workers.
Following the job transmission step, W needs to generate
and verify hallenges. Sin e B has generated the random R
value and has signed both obf (t) and ea h key Kj ; j = 1::2m
with it, the hallenge veri ation pro edure allows W to verify
that ea h revealed element in the set V er is a payment pie e
and any two revealed pie es belong to the same payment
instan e O annot pretend that a hallenged ringer subkey
Kj is not a ringer. This is be ause B has in luded the string
r in its signature of the subkey Kj . During the omputation,
W needs to retrieve K1 ; ::; Kk , ompute K , then re over 
from obf (t). The bank signed value  allows W to ash the
payment.
Note that O annot an el a job before its expiration time.
Otherwise, O ould easily heat by an eling valid jobs and
preventing workers from redeeming orre tly re onstru ted
payments.
Theorem 1. If

retrieves the payment, W has ompleted
4
1
the job with probability 1- m2m
+1 -( m )m .
W

Proof: Consider that during the omputation step W

an perform the following atta k. Before nishing the job,
when W dis overs a new subkey Ki of K and it has
already a umulated more than m subkeys of K , it stops the
omputation, assumes it has all the subkeys of K and performs
the redemption step with B . That is, W guesses the value of
k , the number of subkeys of K . If it su eeds to ash the
payment, W has su essfully heated O by not performing
the whole omputation. However, W annot pre isely dete t
the moment when it has retrieved the last subkey of K . Even
if it retrieves K and omputes obf K 1 = p 1 (EKs (t)), W
annot distinguish this value from a random number, sin e it
does not know the key Ks . Then, given the distribution of
k , the number of ringers hosen by O, we use the result of
Theorem 2 of [12℄ to omplete the proof.
We now propose an atta k that the outsour er an laun h
and show the defenses provided by our solution.
Invalid share atta k: O attempts to in lude invalid
shares in pla e of legitimate shares in what is embedded in
the job. The obje tive is to undermine the payment veriability
property and get an honest W to a ept the job, but not get
paid when he ompletes it.
Let u be the parameter of the atta k  the number of bad
ringers omputed by O. We an now prove the following
property.
Theorem 2. If an outsour er laun hes an invalid share atta k

with parameter u, a worker that ompletes the orresponding
job is able to retrieve the payment with probability at least
1 e uq=(2m q+1) .

Proof: O generates u out of the k subkeys of K at
random. That is, O does not generate u subkeys of K as a
hash of the output of the fun tion f applied to one pre-image
from D, but uses random numbers instead. Remember that B
is not verifying their well-formedness when it signs them, but
instead leaves this pro ess for W , in the veri ation step. The
veri ation phase onsists of the random revealing of q out
of the 2m payment token shares. The probability that any of
W 's hallenges hits an invalid subkey is
P

2m u 2m u 1 2m u q + 1
:::
=1
=1
2m
2m 1
2m q + 1
>

1 (

2m u q + 1
)
2m q + 1

q

>

1

e

uq=(2m
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Fig. 2. (a) Probability of dete ting a heating outsour er as a fun tion of the number of hallenges q and the number of bad subkeys, u. The value of
m is 100, u ranges between 1 and 10 and q between 1 and 30. (b) Dete tion probability when the number of bad subkeys u ranges from 1 to 10 and the
number of hallenges is 10 (m=100). For u=1, the probability of dete tion is very small, 5%.

generates the message M =
is a fresh serial number, v is the urren y value and T is the job deadline. Send
the tuple along with the key K to B .
Payment signature: B omputes a payment token P =
EK (p 1 (M )) and veri ation value  = p 1 (H (M )). B
stores the tuple hSN; v; T ; t; K i in lo al storage, indexed by
serial number. B sends P and  to O. The onvention is that
whoever knows P an a he the payment.
Payment splitting: O uses the P and  values re eived
from B to perform the following a tions.
 Use the (2m; 2m + p) se ret sharing s heme to generate
2m + p shares s1 ; ::; s2m+p of P.
 Pi k an integer k ,!R fm + p + 1; ::; 2m qg with
distribution d(k ) = 2m p q k 1 . k is se ret and denotes
the number of ringers.
 Use the shares s1 ; ::; s2m+p to generate 2m + p payment
tokens Pi = hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T ; si i, i = 1::2m +
p. Ea h payment token is a wrapper for one of the shares
si . Send the payment tokens Pi to B along with P, k, m,
p and q.
Share signature: When B re eives this message, it rst
veries that m+p+1 < k < 2m q . It then ompares P against
the value previously stored for O and uses the re onstru tion
fun tion SS to verify that all the shares si ontained in the
token shares Pi are unique and that any 2m of them indeed
re onstru t P. This veri ation step ould be probabilisti .
If any veri ation fails B aborts and penalizes O's a ount.
Otherwise, B performs the following steps.
 Generate the hash set H S = fH (Pk+1 ); :::; H (P2m+p )g.
Store HS along with the tuple stored under SN,
hSN; v; T ; t; K; H S i.
 For ea h payment token Pi , generate p 1 (H (ti )), i =
1::2m + p. Send these values to O.
Binding payment to job: O uses the values re eived
from B to embed the payment into a job as follows.
 Choose k values x1 ; ::; xk ,!R D and ompute their
images, ri = f (xi ), i = 1::k . The ri 's are alled ringers.
 Use ea h ringer ri to ompute the obfus ated payment
share Obfi = ri  (Pi ; H (Pi )) (see Figure 3) for an
illustration). Let sz = jObfi j.
Payment generation:

V. PAYMENT T HRESHOLD S PLITTING
Figure 2 shows W 's probability of dis overing a mali ious
O that generates u bad subkeys, by hallenging O to reveal
q subkeys. Note that for large q and u values, this probability
qui kly approa hes 1. However, if u = 1, that is, O generates
only one bad ringer, the han e of W of asking O to reveal
the single bad subkey is q=2m. For m = 100 and q = 10, this

value is 5%.
Our se ond solution uses threshold sharing to address this
problem. It splits the payment into 2m + p shares su h that any
2m shares re onstru t the payment. The outsour er obfus ates
a subset of the shares with a small subset of the solution of
the job to be performed. As before, the worker an retrieve
the shares only if it overs a large per entage of the job.
However, the worker does not need all the shares, but only
a predened subset in order to re onstru t the payment. Then,
even if the outsour er generates p bad shares, the worker an
still re onstru t the payment. Table II lists our notations.
ti
Id(O) Id(W) SN v T s i

H(t i )

r i = f(xi )
Clr(j)
sj

Rndj

Obf(t i )

. . .

O

hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T i, where SN

=P

Fig. 3. Generation of Obf and Clr shares. The Obf and Clr values are
randomly permuted (lower side in the gure) to generate the payment stru ture
to be sent to W .

p

Setup: Let p and q be two se urity parameters, m <
p; q < m, for a onstant . Pi k a symmetri key K ,!R
f0; 1gs. Instantiate a (2m; 2m + p) se ret sharing s heme (e.g.,
Shamir's s heme [18℄) su h that any but not less than 2m
shares are required to ompute the se ret. Let SS be the
re onstru tion fun tion, that given any 2m or more shares
re onstru ts the se ret.

O
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W
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H
h
p; p 1 ; d
p, q
M

The outsour er
The fun tion of interest for O
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Domain of f outsour ed to W
Random hash fun tion
Output length of H
Trapdoor permutation of B
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Payment message

P

si
Pi
HS
ri
Obfi
Clri

P

V er

Payment token
Veri ation value
Shares of P
Payment token shares
Hash set of Pi 's
Ringers
Obfus ated payment shares
Cleartext shares
Payment set
Veri ation set

TABLE II
Notation used in the threshold splitting based solution.

 For all remaining 2m + p

(l = k + 1::2m + p)
shares, ompute leartext shares Clrl = (Rndl ; sl ),
where Rndl ,!R f0; 1gsz jslj .
 Let 1 be a random permutation. Generate the outsour ed payment set P
=
1 fObf1 ; ::; Obfk ; Clrk+1 ; ::; Clr2m+p g,
ontaining
both obfus ated and leartext payment shares.
 Let 2 be a random permutation. Generate the veri ation set V er = 2 (fp 1 (H (t1 )); ::; p 1 (H (tk ))g
[ fRk+1 ; ::; R2m+p g), where Rk+1 ; ::; R2m are random
values of the same bit length as the output of p 1 .
V er onsists both of B 's signatures on the k obfus ated
payment tokens (from the set P ) and 2m + p k
indistinguishable random values.
Job Transmission: O sends SN, v, 2m+p, T, P , Ver and
 to the worker W along with the job. As mentioned n the
payment generation,  = p 1 (H (M )).
Veri ation: After re eiving the job, W pro eeds to
verify the orre tness of the payment P . It rst veries the
orre tness of the job payment, using  = p 1 (H (M )). That
is, W veries that the payment was generated by O for W ,
has the serial number SN , is for urren y amount v , is valid
for redemption before time T and is authenti ated by B . If
these he ks verify, W initializes Shr, its set of dis overed
payment token shares, to the empty set. W sele ts random
indexes 1 ; ::; q ,!R f1; ::; 2m + pg, q < m and sends them
to O. O pro esses ea h index j separately in the following
manner.
 If the j th element of the payment set P , denoted by
P ( j ), orresponds to an obfus ated payment token share,
Po , O sends the pre-image x of the ringer used for the
obfus ation of this value. W omputes P ( j )  f (x). If
the P ( j ) value is valid, the result of this operation should
have the format (Po ; H (Po )). W veries that the value
Po has the format Po = hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T ; so i.
W then veries that the set V er ontains B 's signature
on the H (Po ) value. If any of these he ks fails, W aborts
the proto ol. Otherwise, update the sets Shr = Shr [ so ,
P = P P ( j ) and V er = V er p 1 (H (Po )).
 If P ( j ) is a non-obfus ated payment token of format
(Rndn ; sn ), O sends the signed value p 1 (H (Pn )) reeived from B during the share signature step (but not
sent to W during job transmission). W he ks that
k

H (I d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T ; sn ) = p(p
this veri ation fails, W aborts the proto
it updates the set Shr = Shr sn .

[

(H (Pn )). If
ol. Otherwise,
1

Computation: W evaluates f on ea h x 2 D. Then,
it omputes f (x)  P (i) , for all i = 1::2m + p. P (i)
denotes the ith element of the outsour ed payment set P .
If the result is of the form (P ; H (P )), with P of format
hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T ; si and p 1 (H (P )) 2 V er, then
update the sets Shr = Shr [ s, P = P P (i), V er =
V er
p 1 (H (P )). That is, an obfus ated share has been
dis overed.
Redemption: If W nishes the job before the deadline T , it sends the share set Shr to B , along with the
tuple hSN; v; T i. B retrieves from its lo al storage the tuple hSN; v; T ; t; K; H S i indexed under SN, where H S =
fH (Pk+1 ); :::; H (P2m+p )g. B veries that the request omes
from the worker W whose id is ontained in the token
P = EK (p 1 (hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T i)). B only a epts
this redemption request on e and if the urrent time is less
than T . B sends to W the set HS. Let CShr be the set
of non-obfus ated shares that W needs to identify. Initially,
CShr = ;. W performs the following a tions.
 For ea h value in P (there should be 2m + p k elements
left), treat the value as if being of format (Rndn ; sn ),
where Rndn is a random number and sn is a payment
share. Compute Pn = hI d(O); I d(W ); SN; v; T ; sn i and
look for the hash of this value in the set HS. If a mat h
is found, CShr = CShr [ sn .
 Send the CShr set to B .
B veries the orre tness of the shares in CShr, by also
looking them up in HS. B then uses all the shares from the set
Shr, plus 2m
jShrj shares from CShr to re onstru t the
payment P. If it su eeds, it deposits the payment into W 's
a ount.
Can ellation: If the urrent time ex eeds T , W annot
redeem the payment. O however, an an el the payment, by
sending P to B . Then, if W has not redeemed the payment
before time T , B reimburses O. O annot an el a payment
before the expiration time of the asso iated job.
A. Analysis

Intuition: The set V er does not ontain B 's signatures
on the leartext payment tokens, Clrk+1 ; ::; Clr2m+p , to pre-
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an outsour er that orrupts p + 1 shares is larger than 99%. Note that in this ase p = q = 3 m.

Fig. 4.

vent the worker from immediately distinguishing them from
the Obf1 ; ::; Obfk shares. During the veri ation step, O needs
to prove either that the hallenged share was obfus ated or
that it was presented in leartext to W . The proof onsists
of showing to W the fa t that B has witnessed (signed)
the obfus ated and leartext hallenged shares in the format
laimed by O. In both ases the worker re eives one payment
share. When the worker ompletes the omputation, if it has
not retrieved 2m shares, the bank will allow it to sear h for
additional leartext shares. This pro ess is allowed only on e,
thus W has to be ertain that it has retrieved all the shares it
needs or that it has ompleted the job.
Note that as mentioned in the previous solution, O annot
an el a payment before the expiration time of the asso iated
job and prevent a worker from redeeming the re overed
payment.
We rst show that this solution is resilient to the invalid
share atta k.
Theorem 3. The probability that an 2invalid shares atta k is
=2
dete ted is lower bounded by

1

.

e

Proof: For the atta k to su eed, O must repla e at least

p

+ 1 legitimate payment shares with bit strings that annot

be used to re onstru t the original payment. We re all that
the bank does not verify the well-formedness of the payment
shares when it signs them, but instead leaves this pro ess to
W , in the veri ation step. The veri ation step onsists of
the random revelation of q out of the 2m+p payment token
shares. The probability that any of W 's hallenges hooses an
invalid payment share is

2m
(2m 1):::(2m q)
>1 (
(2m + p):::(2m + p q + 1)
2m + p
p+1
) > 1 e ( +1) (2
1 (1
2m + p q + 1

1

q

1

p

e

2 =2

q=

q
q

m+p

+1

) =

q +1)

p

q

>

Note that the last inequality holds due to the fa t that m <
p; q (see Setup).
Figure 4 depi ts W 's han e of dete ting a mali ious
outsour er that sends p + 1 bad shares, when m = 100.

We note that as the values of p and q in rease, the probability
qui kly be omes lose to 1. For instan e, even when p=20, for
30 hallenges (out of the 220 total shares), the probability of
apturing a mali ious O that heats as mu h as to prevent W
from re overing the payment, is larger than 96%. For p=30,
the probability be omes larger than 99%. The onsequen e of
Claim 3 is that our s heme is quite robust against the invalid
payment shares atta k. The worker W is able to dete t the
atta k in the query phase with high probability.
We now propose another atta k that the worker an laun h.
Premature payment re onstru tion: W attempts to
re onstru t a legitimate payment-token based on his knowledge of the redundan y that is built into the payment-splitting
s heme. The obje tive is to allow a heating worker to stop
the job omputation step early, re over and then su essfully
redeem the payment. After re overing a ertain number of
payment shares that are embedded in the true ringers, W
attempts to verify that the remaining ringers are bogus while
simultaneously trying to extra t the payment. Assume that he
has k x payment pie es that he has extra ted legitimately
from true ringers (there are a total of k true ringers).
W premises that the remainder are bogus ringers and
hooses sets of 2m k + x from whi h he extra ts what
he believes are payment pie es. He then re onstru ts ea h
set of 2m pie es and he ks for dupli ates among the reonstru tions. If there are any dupli ates, then that is the
re onstru tedpayment he seeks.
 We observe that there are
at most

r

=

2m + p k + x
re onstru tions he needs to
2m k + x

2m k + x + 1
p

. Thus, the redundan y
perform, and r 
p
in payment shares gives the worker an unfair advantage in
terminating the omputation before ompleting the job while
also being able to re over the payment.
VI. E XACT PAYMENT S PLITTING
The rst two solutions have two important drawba ks. First,
they are either vulnerable to the invalid payment share or
the premature payment re onstru tion atta k. Se ond, they
require heavy bank involvement. We now propose a solution
that addresses these problems: it thwarts both atta ks while
involving B only in the payment generation step. Moreover,

in this solution, only O is involved in binding a payment to a
job.
As before, let G : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g1 be a random generator
and H : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gh be a random hash fun tion. We
provide on rete instantiations in Se tion VIII. Table III lists
our notational hoi es.
Setup: The bank, B , has the following.
 A trapdoor permutation, p; p 1 ; d that is se ure from
non-uniform polynomial time [11℄ adversaries. The fun tion p is publi , and p 1 is private to B .
 A generator, g 2 for a nite y li group, of order
q where q is prime. All of g ,
and q are publi . All
exponentiations of g are done modulo q ; we omit the
mod q  quali ation in our writing.
 A random keyed hash HK : f0; 1gk  f0; 1g ! f0; 1gh
based on H with the key K of length k . The key K is
se ret to B . We assume that K is hosen with are and
HK is onstru ted se urely based on H . In other words,
if H is a random hash fun tion, then so is HK .
Payment generation: O requests B for a payment token
of a ertain value. B generates hP;  i and sends it to O.
 P = HK (M ) is a payment token. M ontains the
value of the payment token (e.g., $ 10) and any other
information B may
 hoose to put in it.
  = p 1 H gP .  is B 's signature on gP .
Job generation: O rst generates an instan e of
a job that onsists of the fun tion f : I ! R,
spe ial image y and sub-domain D  I to be explored. O then generates r sets of ringers, J =
fR1 ; : : : ; Rr g. Ea h Ri = fH (f (ti;1 )) ; : : : ; H (f (ti;it )) ,
H (f (bi;1 )) ; : : : ; H (f (bi;ib ))g. Ea h H (f (ti;j )) is a true
ringer, and ea h H (f (bi;j )) is a bogus ringer. Ea h ti;j 2 D
and ea h bi;j 2 I D. O needs to prove those fa ts to W
when hallenged in the veri ation step below.
Binding payment to job: O's obje tive is that W is able
to extra t the payment token only if he does the job. O does
three things to bind P to J .
 O splits P into r shares P1 ; : : : ; Pr su h that P1  : : : 
Pr = P mod q
1. Re all that r is the number of sets
of ringers from the Job Generation step above. O also
generates G = g P1 ; : : : ; g Pr .
 O obfus ates ea h Pi with B 's trapdoor permutation.
That is, O omputes EB;i = p (Pi ).
 O binds ea h EB;i to the true ringers in Ri as follows.
O omputes Ki = G (ti;1 jj : : : jj ti;it ). We assume a
globally agreed-upon ordering for the ti;j 's, for example,
lexi ographi . Without loss of generality, we assume that
ti;1 ; : : : ; ti;it is that ordering. O then omputes Pi;K =
Ki  EB;i . Let P = fPi;K ; : : : ; Pr;K g.
Job Transmission: O sends hJ; P ; G ; ; M i to W . Reall from the Payment Generation step above that  is B 's
signature on g P . W veries that the leartext M is a eptable
to him.
Veri ation: W runs a proto ol with O to gain onden e that if he ompletes the job, then he will be able to

retrieve the payment token. To a hieve this, W hooses r 1
indexes out of r as its hallenge. Let i be an index hosen by
W . O reveals to W all the f (ti;j ) and f (bi;l ) from Ri , the
orresponding ti;j and bi;l , and Pi . W now does the following
for ea h i in its hosen set of indexes.
 Veries that gPi 2 G . And for i; j hosen by W su h that
i 6= j , veries that g Pi 6= g Pj .
 Veries that ea h ti;j 2 D, ea h bi;l 2 I D, and ea h
H (f (ti;j )) and H (f 
(bi;l )) is in Ri.
 Computes Ki = G ti;1 jj : : : jjti;ibt , where ibt is the
number of true ringer pre-images revealed for index i by
O and ti;1 ; : : : ti;ib are the lexi ographi ally sorted true
t
ringer pre-images.
 Veries that p (Pi ) = Ki  Pi;K .
In addition, let i1 ; : : : ; ir 1 be the indexes W hose, and ir
the remaining index for whi h the ringer pre-images and Pir
have not been dis losed to W by O. W veries that:


H

g

Pir

(Pi1 :::Pir 1 )



= p ()

Computation: At the end of the Veri ation step, W
is left with one set of ringers. Without loss of generality, we
assume that this is Rr . An honest W does the following:
 Computes f on ea h value, vi 2 D.
 Che ks whether H (f (vi )) 2 Rr . If yes, it adds vi to a
set V .
Payment extra tion: To extra t what it believes to be
EB;r = p (Pr ), W does the following. (Re all that we assume
that r is the index that was not hosen by W during the
veri ation step.)
 Computes Kr = G (v1 jj : : : jjviv ), where v1 ; : : : ; viv 2 V
are sorted lexi ographi ally.
 ComputesDEd
B;r = Kr  Pr;K .E
 Submits P1 ; : : : ; Pr 1 ; Ed
and M to B for reimB;r
bursement.
Payment redemption: For su essful redemption,
B

=
he ks that M is valid, and P1  : : :  Pr 1  p 1 Ed
B;r
HK (M ). If p is homomorphi under multipli ation, then W
an instead submit M and what it thinks is p (P ). If the
he k veries, B redits W with the orresponding amount.
Otherwise, it reje ts the payment.
A. Intuition

We present proofs of se urity properties we desire in Se tion VII. Here, we dis uss the intuition behind our onstru tion
in the previous se tion. The intent behind splitting the payment
token P into r shares is to be able to embed ea h in a set
of ringers. The intent behind having r ringers is to run a
 ut-and- hoose type proto ol in the Veri ation step  W
hooses exa tly 1 out of the r sets of ringers on whi h to
base his omputation; the remaining ones are revealed to him
by O. The intent behind obfus ating a payment share Pi as
EB;i = p (Pi ) is so that when W re overs a payment share, it
is unre ognizable to him. Therefore, unless he ompletes the
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Notation used in the exa t payment splitting solution.

entire omputation (or all the ringers in the set are true ringers
and he dis overs all of them), he annot be sure that there are
no more true ringers to be dis overed. B , however, an easily
re over Pi from EB;i .
The intent behind en rypting the obfus ated payment share
as Ki EB;i is to make the re overy of EB;i dire tly dependent
on dis overing all the true ringers. The generator g and its
asso iated operations are used so W an be ondent that O
is not heating. That is, the g Pi values enable W to verify that
all the shares are indeed linked to a value  signed by B . W
trusts B 's signature  , and bases its trust in O on whether it
is able to verify that signature before starting the omputation
step.
B. Issues and Resolutions

We now dis uss some issues with our solution and resolutions for them.
O's spe ial values. Re all that one of the reasons O may
outsour e the omputation is that he has spe ial values Y =
fy1; : : : ; ys g  R for whi h he seeks pre-images in D. In our
solution, the values in Y do not appear. Our resolution to this
relies on the lazy but honest assumption about W . The tuple
sent to W by O in the Job Transmission step an in lude Y .
W is then trusted to return any pre-images he nds for values
in Y to O at the end.
Double spending. We investigate the possibility that the
payment token P is double spent. There are various versions
of this problem: (i) O may redeem P with B himself before
an honest W has had the opportunity to omplete the job. (ii)
O may embed the same P in jobs to two different workers,
W1 and W2 . (iii) W may attempt to get reimbursed for the
same P more than on e. Our proposed resolution is for B to
generate an additional tuple, T = h; O; W; to ; te ; si as part of
the Payment Generation step. O also must ommuni ate this
T to W during the Job Transmission step. T ontains a unique
serial number, , the identities of W and O, the time that P is
issued, to , the time that P expires, te , and a signature s of B
over all these elds. Only W may redeem P during the time
interval [to ; te ℄. O is allowed to redeem P after time te if it has
not been redeemed already. W an he k that he has a valid

and a eptable T before ommen ing the Computation step.
retains  forever to prevent double-spending of P . The bank
is still ofine, as the worker an redeem a re overed payment
anytime before te .
B as an ora le. W may use B as an ora le to guess the
key Kr without ompleting the Computation step. A simple
approa h W may adopt is to guess that he has dis overed all
the true ringers at some point in the Computation step, onstru t Kr as his guess for the key based on the true ringers he
has dis overed so far, and he k whether B honors his request
for redemption based on Kr . A straightforward resolution to
this is to adopt the approa h of Golle and Mironov [12℄  B
allows W only one attempt at reimbursement.
Collisions of H. It is possible that a ollision of H results
in an in orre t inferen e on the part of W about a true ringer.
Spe i ally, during the Computation step, it is possible that
W dis overs a double u = hv; f (v )i, where v 2 D, su h that
H (f (v )) 2 Rr and f (v ) was never intended by O to be part
of Rr . The f (v ) may orrespond to either a true or a false
ringer in Rr . Either way, W will in orporate v into his list of
true ringer pre-images in omputing the key Kr , whi h will
yield the in orre t key. Note that the probability of this event
an be de reased if H is applied on u instead of only f (v ).
The probability of ollision be omes then about 2 h=2 where
h is the number of bits in the output of H . We do not propose
any resolution to this issue, other than to suggest that W must
be aware of the risk of this happening, even if O is honest.
Pre-images of bogus ringers It is possible that a bogus
ringer, f (bi;j ), has a pre-image, d 2 D. This would ause
W to in orporate d into his onstru tion of the key Kr ,
whi h would yield an in orre t EB;r and ause his request for
redemption of the payment token to be reje ted by B . It may
be the ase that both O and W are honest, and W is denied
his payment. Certainly, the probability of this event an be
redu ed using the idea mentioned in the previous paragraph,
that is, applying H over both the pre-image and the image,
u = hv; f (v )i, instead of only the image, f (v ).
If O is honest, he an al ulate the number of redemption
attempts W must be allowed so he has a minimum probability
of su essful redemption given, for example, a probability that

B

VII. S ECURITY P ROPERTIES
We now present and prove the se urity properties of this
solution. We do not onsider the extensions we dis uss in
Se tion VI-B in our proofs, and only onsider the original
solution from Se tion VI. We onje ture that the extensions
do not affe t our se urity properties. We onsider two lasses
of se urity properties: prote tion from a dishonest outsour er,
and prote tion from a dishonest worker.
A. Prote tion from a dishonest O

The obje tive of a dishonest O is to get W to omplete
the job, but not be able to redeem P . We rst express our
assertion in the following theorem in terms of W 's su ess
probability after the Computation step.
Theorem 4. An honest
token with probability
of ringers.

W

su essfully redeems the payment

1 1=r, where r is the number of sets

Proof: Assume that W is honest and ompletes the
omputation, and yet is unable to redeem the payment.
This means that the veri ation by B fails. Re all from
Se tion VI
D that W submits Eto B : the payment message
M , and P1 ; : : : ; Pr 1 ; Ed
B;r . B veries that M is valid,




and P1  : : :  Pr 1  p 1 Ed
= HK (M ). If B 's
B;r
d
veri ation fails, then this means that EB;r 6= EB;r . (The other
omponents are veried by W during the Job Transmission
and Veri ation steps prior.) Re all that Ed
B;r = Kr  Pr;K
where Kr = G (v1 jj : : : viv ) and Pr;K is the en rypted and
obfus ated payment share that orresponds to the rth set of
ringers.
One ase is that Kr 6= Kr , then this means that W was
unable to re onstru t the key from the true ringers he found.
We assume that the bogus ringers have no pre-images in D.
This an only be be ause O heated with the onstru tion.
The other ase is that Pr;K is invalid. Re all that Pr;K =
Kr  p (Pr ). In this ase as well, this an be only be ause O
used either an invalid Kr , or applied p in orre tly, or used an

1
0.8
worker profit

a bogus ringer has a pre-image in D. O an then ommuni ate
this to B so B an in orporate this number in his redemption
poli y. However, O an be lazy in that he an hoose not
to ommuni ate anything to B for the maximum number of
redemption attempts to allow for W (or simply ommuni ate
the 1). Consequently, our only resolution to this issue is
that W must be aware that even if he does the omputation
honestly, there is a probability that his redemption attempt will
fail. If p is the probability that a bogus ringer has a pre-image
in D, then the probability that W 's legitimate redemption
attempt fails is 1 (1 p)ib where ib is the number of bogus
ringers.
It may appear then, that O has an in entive to maximize
the number of bogus ringers in the hope that W 's legitimate
redemption attempt fails. However, as Theorem 5 in Se tion VII shows, O must balan e this with the risk that W may
su essfully redeem P without ompleting the omputation.
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Fig. 5. Effe ts of Cheating Outsour ers: The prot made by an honest
worker when intera ting with f % heating outsour ers. Even when 80% of
outsour ers are heating, the de rease in prot is around 7%.

invalid Pr . All of the above attempts by O to heat would have
been dete ted by W in the Veri ation step, unless O heated
on exa tly one set of ringers, and W happened to not hoose
that set for examination in the Veri ation step. Consequently,
O su eeds with a probability of only 1=r.
Consequently, we an make the following assertion about
W 's su ess probability before he invests in the Computation
step.
Corollary 1. Su essful ompletion of the Veri ation step
implies that W has a su ess probability of 1
1=r in
redemption on e he ompletes the Computation step.
Effe ts of Cheating: A bad payment that passes the
veri ation step will not be identied by W during the
omputation. If this were the ase, W would be able to also
dete t when it has revealed the last payment share, stop the
omputation short and retrieve the payment.
Let n be the number of outsour ers and let f be the fra tion
of ( onsistently) dishonest outsour ers. Let m the number of
workers. We assume that a worker will intera t with a aught
dishonest outsour er only on e. Let all payments have the
same value, v . Let us assume that a worker re eives one
job from ea h outsour er. Then, f n jobs will ontain bad
payments and (1 f )n jobs will ontain good payments. Then,
the worker makes V = (1 f )nv money out of the n jobs.
Let us ignore the ost of verifying a payment. As shown in
the evaluation se tion, this ost is 1.1 se onds even for r=100
and more ompute intensive ab - onje ture jobs. Let be the
ost of exe uting a job. The work the worker does for the n
jobs is C = (1 f )n + f n =r. This is be ause only f n=r jobs
from the f n dishonest outsour ers pass the veri ation step.
Then, the money per job made by the worker is on average
P rof it

= V =C =

(1

= v=

(1 f )nv
f )n + f n

1

=r

=

(1

(1
f

f )v
+ f =r)

1 f
f (1 1=r)

The fra tion of bad jobs f ould be evaluated periodi ally
system-wide: Ea h worker reports bad payments and proves

them  ommuni ation between O and W is over an authentiated hannel. On e per epo h (whose length is a system-wide
parameter) the value of f is evaluated. The worker's union
adjusts the ost to be paid for a job to be v  1+1f =rf f for the
next epo h. Figure 5 shows the de rease in prot made by an
honest worker when intera ting with f % heating outsour ers.
The ratio v= is set to 1 and r is set to 100. The de rease in
prot is linear until f = 80%. When f = 80%, the de rease
in prot is only 7%.
Note that jobs are likely to have different sizes. The value
v for a job should be proportional to the number of CPU
y les required to omplete it. Dishonest outsour ers ould
also prefer to heat on larger jobs. Note however that the value
of r ould also be proportional with the job size: for larger
jobs the han e of providing a bad payment should be smaller.
B. Prote tion from a dishonest W

In this se tion, we assume that O is honest. W may attempt
to re onstru t a legitimate EB;r = p (Pr ) without ompleting
the job.
Theorem 5. If W is able to re onstru t EB;r = p (Pr ) without
nishing the job with probability p, a Golle-Mironov worker
an su essfully stop early with probability at least p ,
where  is the probability that W orrelates p (Pr ) and g Pr .

Proof: (Intuition) We build the proof by redu ing GolleMironov's solution to our solution. Let us assume that there
exists a PPT algorithm A whi h when run by a worker an
re onstru t EB;r = p (Pr ) without omputing the entire job.
We then build a PPT algorithm B that allows a Golle-Mironov
worker to su essfully stop early its omputation. B works
in the following manner. First, it intera ts with the (GolleMironov) outsour er O and re eives a job onsisting of the
fun tion f , domain D and set of ringers f (x1 ); ::; f (x2m ).
B then runs the Payment Generation proto ol with bank B
to obtain a valid payment P whi h it splits into r shares,
P1 ; ::; Pr . B then starts to ompute the job re eived from the
outsour er.
Let us onsider the step (l) of this omputation where B
has pro essed l input values from the domain D and has
dis overed k ringers, where m < k < l < 2m. Let x1 ; ::; xk
be the (Golle-Mironov style) ringer pre-images dis overed. At
this step, B runs the Job Generation and Binding Payment to
Job proto ols to ompute r ringer sets for A as follows. For
r
1 of the ringer sets, it omputes ea h ringer set using
inputs from D whi h it has already pro essed but whi h are
not Golle-Mironov style ringers. It uses these r 1 ringer sets
to obfus ate r 1 payment shares, P1 ; ::; Pr 1 . B omputes the
last ringer set to be H (f (x1 )); ::; H (f (x2m )). It also omputes
key Kr = G(x1 jj:::jjxk ) and uses it to obfus ate the last
payment share Pr . B then runs the Job Transmission proto ol
with A in the following manner. At ea h step it sends the
values previously omputed to A and they engage in the
Veri ation proto ol. If the r 1 indexes hallenged by A
ontain r, B , stops and starts over. If the r 1 indexes do not
ontain r, B follows the Veri ation proto ol until the end.

B then intera ts with A as if it were the bank B . That is, if
A returns p(P ), the last obfus ated payment share, B stops
and returns x ; ::; x to the outsour er. Otherwise, B pro eeds
r

1

k

with the step (l + 1) of its omputation and repeats the above
pro edure.
We need to prove rst that B terminates in expe ted
polynomial time. This is true, sin e ea h intera tion with O,
B and A is expe ted polynomial time, B runs only up to jDj
omputation steps and for ea h step it runs the Veri ation
proto ol an expe ted r times (before A hooses the right job
to perform).
Then, it is straightforward to see that A su eeds only
if A re ognizes the end of the job before ompleting it or
if A an orrelate p(Pr ) and g Pr . By hypothesis, the latter
ase o urs with probability upper bounded by . Also, the
former ase orresponds to the ase where B su eeds. Thus,
P r[B su eeds℄  P r[A su eeds℄ .

VIII. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
Our rst solution an be used in volunteer omputing environments, where outsour ers may be more trusted. Our se ond
solution an be used in loud omputing environments where
the loud providers are more trustworthy. However, given the
resilien e of our third solution to both heating outsour ers
and workers, as well as its lightweight use of the bank, we
believe it should be preferred in most implementations. In this
se tion we investigate the osts imposed by our third solution
on the operation of all system parti ipants.
We rst onsider the bank, whi h is the system bottlene k, involved both in payment generation and redemption
transa tions. The bank may be unwilling to implement our
solution if the overhead of su h transa tions is too high. Due
to large waiting times and system unavailability, signi ant
transa tion osts an negatively impa t the number of bank
ustomers. Thus, in the following we pla e spe ial emphasis
on these osts, by evaluating the bank's ability to handle
multiple transa tions per se ond.
Se ond, we are interested in the overhead imposed by
our solution on the operation of outsour ers and workers. In
parti ular, we need to ompare payment related overheads
to the osts of evaluating a tual jobs. Outsour ers will be
unwilling to use our solution if the asso iated overheads are
similar to the osts of a tual jobs. Similarly, workers would
expe t the payment veri ation and extra tion osts to be
mu h smaller than the job osts.
We have implemented our solution and have tested ea h
omponent on Linux ma hines with dual ore Intel Pentium 4
that lo ks at 3.2GHz and 2GB of RAM. The ode was written
in Java and runs on Sun's 1.5.0 Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). We used the Boun yCastle se urity provider [3℄ to
implement the required ryptographi primitives. We have
implemented two job types, SHA-1 hash inversion and ab onje ture jobs. We separately des ribe the implementation
details of ea h job type.
The SHA-1 inversion job. A job is a triple hSH A
1; D; yi. The job onsists of applying SHA-1 to ea h input

value from a given domain D, a subset of the spa e of all input
strings of a given length. The result of the job onsists of all (if
any) input values x 2 D for whi h SH A 1(x) = y . During
the job generation step, the outsour er generates a ringer as
H (SH A
1(x)), where x 2 D for true ringers and x 2 D
for bogus ringers. To re over the payment, the worker needs
to nd all true ringer preimages from the remaining share.
The ab - onje ture job. The ab onje ture is stated as
follows. Given three integers a, b and , where g d(a; b) = 1
and = a+b, dene the quality of the triple, quality (a; b; ) =
log = log rad(ab ), where rad(x) is the produ t of the distin t
prime fa tors of x. The ab onje ture states then that the
number of (a; b; ) triples for whi h quality (a; b; ) > 1 + 
is nite, for any  > 0. An ab - onje ture job onsists
of the triple hquality; Da  Db ; 1 + i. That is, for ea h
a 2 Da and b 2 Db su h that g d(a; b) = 1 ompute
quality (a; b; a + b). The result of the job onsists of all
a and b values for whi h quality (a; b; a + b) > 1 + .
Before outsour ing the job, the outsour er generates ringers
of the form H (quality (a; b; a + b)), for randomly hosen
a ; b 2 Db for bogus
a 2 Da ; b 2 Db for true ringers and a 2 D
ringers. Note that the quality (a; b; a + b) value for ringers does
not need to be larger than 1 + .
The fo us of our implementation is not on solving the hash
inversion or the ab - onje ture problems. Instead, our goal
is to study the omputation osts imposed by our payment
solution on the system parti ipants, in the ontext of these
omputations.
Instantiations. We now dis uss on rete instantiations for
the abstra tions used in our solution. We hose SHA-1 to
implement the fun tion H and also for implementing the
HMAC fun tion HK . The bank's se ret key K was instantiated using a Se retKey obje t, using a se ret key generator
provided by Boun yCastle [3℄. We used RSA for the bank's
trapdoor permutation (p; p 1 ; d). Let N denote the bit size
of the RSA modulus. The generator g and the group order
q of group
were omputed as ElGamal parameters. Let jq j
denote the bit size of 's order. N and jq j are parameters
and their values are spe ied in our experiments. We used
a Se ureRandom instan e based on a SHA-1 pseudo-random
generator to implement the random generator G.
In the following, all results presented are an average over
100 independent experiments.
A. Bank Transa tion Costs

In the following we investigate the osts of ea h pro edure
involving the bank.
Setup: We start by evaluating the time to perform the
initial setup operation. The time to generate 1024 bit RSA
parameters is 444ms, the time to generate 256 bit ElGamal
parameters is 1943ms and the time to instantiate the HMAC
and initialize it with a fresh se ret key is 50ms. The total
setup time for these parameters is then on average less than
2.5 se onds. Note that this operation needs to be performed
only on e, at startup. While periodi ally hanging the system
parameters makes sense to enhan e se urity, this issue is

beyond the s ope of the paper. We note however that hanging
se urity parameters needs to be done with are to avoid a
situation where the bank reje ts valid but outdated payments.
Payment Generation and Redemption: The approximate ost of payment generation and redemption transa tions
is given by Equations 1 and 2. TRSA sig (N ) and TRSA de (N )
are the RSA signature and private key de ryption osts for
the orresponding RSA modulus N , Texp (jq j) and Tmul (jq j)
are the osts of modular exponentiation and multipli ation
in
and TH is the hashing ost. Compared to the other
omponents, the hashing ost is very small and an be safely
ignored.
TP Gen

=T

TP Red

=T

RSA sig

RSA de

(N ) + T

exp

(N ) + rT

(jqj) + 2T

mul

H

(jqj) + T

H

(1)
(2)

In one experiment we re orded the evolution of payment
transa tion osts as a fun tion of N , ranging from 512 to
2048 bits. We set jq j to be 256 bits and the number of ringer
sets, r, to be 2. Figure 6(a) shows our results. As expe ted
from Equations 1 and 2, payment redemption transa tions
are more ef ient than payment generations. For instan e, for
small N values (512 bits), the bank an redeem almost 500
payments per se ond and generate 350 payments per se ond.
This is be ause the time to sign and en rypt are very similar,
however, a modular exponentiation is more expensive than 2
multipli ations.
For large values of N the osts of the two transa tions
be ome almost equal. For instan e, for N = 2048, both
transa tions take approximately 66ms. This is be ause for
large N values the RSA signature and private key en ryption
osts be omes the dominant fa tor. Note that when N = 1024
both transa tions take approximately 10ms, allowing a single
PC to generate and redeem 100 payments per se ond. In the
following experiments we set N to be 1024 bits.
In a se ond experiment we study the bank's ost dependen y
on jq j, ranging from 64 to 512 bits (N is set to 1024 bits).
Figure 6(b) shows our ndings. The payment redemption
ost is almost onstant, as it depends almost entirely on the
RSA modulus size  even for large jq j values the modular
multipli ation ost is very low. However, the modular exponentiation ost for large jq j values be omes signi ant. (see
Equation 1). This determines a de rease in the number of
payment generation transa tions performed per se ond from
around 100, for smaller jq j values, to around 70 for jq j = 512.
In the following experiments we set jq j to be 256, suf ient
a ording to urrent spe i ations [15℄.
Payment size and network delays: The size of a
payment token generated by the bank and sent to an outsour er
is jN j + h, where h is the hash fun tion output bit size. For the
values onsidered (jN j = 1024 bits, h=160 bits for SHA-1),
the payment token an t a single pa ket (MTU=1500 bytes).
The size of the payment stru ture sent by a worker to the bank
during the payment redemption step is (r 1)jq j + N . When
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Bank ost for payment generation and redemption transa tions. (a) Performan e when the RSA modulus size in reases from 512
to 2048. For N = 1024 even a simple PC allows the bank to perform 100 of ea h transa tion type per se ond. (b) In reasing 's group
order from 64 to 512 bits does not inuen e the payment redemption ost, however, it de reases the number of payment tokens that an be
generated in a se ond to around 70. We hoose jq j then to be 256, whi h is mu h larger than the urrently re ommended values. The bank
an then still generate 100 payments per se ond. The effe t of jq j on osts. For jq j = 256, the bank an generate and deposit 100 payments
per se ond.

Fig. 6.

r = 100, the traf generated by the payment redemption step
is 3 pa kets.

B. Outsour er Overhead

We study now the osts in urred in our solution by a
parti ipant outsour ing a job. As mentioned before we onsider two types of jobs, hash inversions and ab - onje ture
jobs. In parti ular, we are interested in the osts imposed
by the generation of ringers as well as the osts to split a
payment token, obfus ate the shares and blind ea h share with
a ringer set. Where appli able, we ompare these osts against
the baseline osts of an outsour er implementing the GolleMironov [12℄ solution.
Ringer Generation: The ost of generating the ringer
sets in our solution is approximately given by equation 3,
where nt is the number of ringers (true and bogus) in a ringer
set and Tf is the average ost of omputing the fun tion f on
one input value from domain D.
TRing

=r

nt

 (T

H

+T )
f

(3)

We implement our solution using up to 100 ringer sets,
where the total number of ringers in ea h set is 10. We limit
the job omputation time by onsidering only domains where
the largest possible element is 106 . Figure 7(a) shows our
ndings, where ea h bar is an average over 100 independent
experiments (jobs). The rst (gray) bar in ea h pair is the ost
(in millise onds) for hash inversion and the se ond (bla k) bar
is the ost for ab - onje ture jobs. The rst two bars in the
graph are the Golle-Mironov osts (r=1). The remaining pairs
are for our solution when r ranges from 10 to 100. The y axis
is shown in logarithmi s ale.
As indi ated by Equation 3, the ringer generation overhead
is dependent on the number of ringers (sets). By generating
a single ringer set, Golle-Mironov is more ef ient, requiring
only 4ms for generating hash inversion ringers and 13ms for
ab - onje ture ringers. As expe ted, the ost of our solution
grows linearly with the number of ringer sets. The job type is
the other fa tor in the ringer generation ost, sin e generating

a ringer effe tively means omputing the job on a randomly
hosen input point. The ringer generation ost for the ab onje ture is higher than for hash inversion. The hash inversion
ringer generation ost is pra ti ally independent of the bit
length of the input value (for reasonably sized inputs). This is
ertainly not the ase for ab - onje ture ringers, whi h require
fa toring numbers from the input domain. Note however that
even for 100 ringer sets of 10 ringers ea h, the outsour er's
ringer generation ost for the ab - onje ture (of input values
a, b and upper bounded by 1000000) is under 1s. For the
same parameters but for the hash inversion problem, this ost
is signi antly smaller, around 75ms. The outsour er needs to
perform this task only on e per job, thus we believe this ost
to be very reasonable.
Binding payment to job: On e the ringer sets are
omputed the outsour er needs to split a payment token and
use the ringer sets to blind ea h payment share. The ost
of this task is independent of the job type and has three
omponents, Tsplit (see Equation 4), Tobf = rTRSA en (N )
and Tbind = rTxor (N ), where TRSA en is the RSA publi
key en ryption ost, Txor (N ) is the time to perform an Xor
operation on N bit input values and Tinv is the modular
inversion ost.
Tsplit

= T (jqj) + rT
inv

mul

(jqj) + rT

exp

(jqj)

(4)

We measure the time taken by ea h omponent when
the number of ringer sets r in reases from 10 to 100 and
the number of ringers (true and bogus) in ea h set is 10.
Figure 7(b) shows our results, averaged over 100 independent
experiments. Sin e the last step, of binding the ringer sets to
payment shares, only onsists of Xor operations, it imposes
the smallest overhead, less than 17ms even for r = 100.
The split and obfus ation steps impose similar osts, with the
obfus ation step being slightly more expensive. This is be ause
these steps are dominated by the ost of r RSA en ryptions
and modular exponentiations in . However, even for r = 100,
the total ost of binding a payment to a job is less then 200ms.
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Fig. 7. Outsour er osts as a fun tion of the number of ringer sets employed. (a) Comparison of osts in urred by the ringer generation step of our solution
and Golle-Mironov, for hash inversion and ab - onje ture jobs. Even for 100 ringer sets our solution imposes less then 1s overheads on the outsour er. (b)
Overhead of binding ringer sets to payment shares. For 100 ringer sets the total ost is less than 200ms and is independent of the job type.

In on lusion, the total ost in urred by the outsour er is
under 1.2s for ab - onje ture jobs and under 0.3s for hash
inversion jobs even when 100 ringer sets are used. The ringer
generation step is job dependent but the ringer to payment
binding is independent of job details. As the size of the job
in reases, the ringer generation overhead be omes dominant
(see Equation 5) however it is only a fra tion of the total job
omputation ost.
Overhead(O)
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+T +T
 (r  nt  T )=(jDj  T )
= r  nt=jDj
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C. Worker Costs

Finally, we study the worker overheads. Spe i ally, we
are interested in the three main omponents, veri ation, the
a tual job omputation and the extra tion of the last payment
share.
Payment and Job Veri ation: The worker needs to
verify that if it ompletes the job, it is able w.h.p. to extra t
the payment. The veri ation ost is approximately given in
Equation 6, where TRSA en (N ) and TRSA ver (N ) denote the
RSA signature veri ation and publi key en ryption osts.
For all pra ti al purposes these two osts are equivalent.
TV er

= (r 1)  ( nt  (T + T ) + 2T
(N ) + T (N )) + T
+T
H

RSA en

xor

f

exp

(jqj) +
(N )(6)

RSA ver

We measure the worker's veri ation ost as a fun tion
of the number of ringer sets employed by the outsour er.
That is, we in rease r from 10 to 100, ea h ringer set
ontaining 10 ringers. Figure 8(a) shows the veri ation ost
both for hash inversion and ab - onje ture jobs, ea h data
point being averaged over 100 independent experiments. It
is interesting to note that the veri ation ost is quite similar
to the outsour er's ringer generation ost. The worker's ost
is slightly larger, onsisting of roughly r 1 additional RSA
publi key en ryptions and 2(r 1) modular exponentiations
in the group . However, even for ab - onje ture jobs with
100 ringer sets, ea h onsisting of 10 ringers, the worker's

ost is approximately 1.1s. For hash inversion jobs this ost
is under 300ms.
Computation Costs: We also briey investigate the
worker's job omputation ost as a fun tion of the job size
( ardinality of input domain D). For both hash inversion and
ab - onje ture job types, we experiment with input domain
sizes ranging from 100000 to half a million. Ea h input
domain onsists of ontiguous ranges of integers up to 106 1 .
Figure 8(b) shows the results of this experiment. Note that
Golle-Mironov's omputation overhead is identi al to that of
our solution: Besides performing the a tual job, both solutions
require the worker to lookup ea h omputed value in the set
of input ringers (the unrevealed set of ringers in our solution).
As expe ted, the omputation ost in reases linearly with
the input domain size. The in rease is steeper for the ab onje ture job, rea hing almost 300s for 500000 input values.
This ost will ertainly be higher for larger input domain
values. Outsour ing jobs makes sense only if the omputation
ost is on the order of hours. Note however that even when
ompared to the jobs onsidered here, the overheads of our
solution, both for outsour ers and workers are negligible.
Payment Extra tion: After ompleting the omputation,
the worker needs to remove the ringer based blinding fa tor
from the last payment share. The overhead of this operation
is roughly an Xor operation, r string on atenations and one
random string generation. Figure 8( ) shows the ost of this
operation when the number of ringer sets r in reases from 10
to 100. Ea h bar is an average over 100 independent experiments. It is interesting to see that even though theoreti ally this
ost should be linear in r (the number of string on atenations)
in pra ti e it is not. This is be ause the string on atenation
ost is negligible. The variations seen in Figure 8( ) are
a tually quite small (the highest value is under 0.3ms) and
are due to running the experiments on a real ma hine.
D. Experimental Con lusions

Our experiments show that our proto ol is ef ient. First,
for standard se urity parameters, on a single off-the-shelf PC,
1 For ab - onje ture jobs the input onsists of two domains, for a and b
values.
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Fig. 8. Worker osts. (a) Job veri ation ost as a fun tion of the number of ringer sets. Even for 100 ringers sets and the more ompute intensive
ab - onje ture jobs, our solution takes only 1.1s. (b) A tual omputation overhead, fun tion of the input domain D ardinality. Growth is linear and shows
that veri ation osts be ome negligible for reasonable sized jobs. ( ) Payment extra tion ost as a fun tion of the number of ringer sets. The number of
ringer sets inuen es only the string on atenation ost. As su h, the ost is less than 0.3ms.

the bank an perform 100 payment generation and payment
redemption transa tions per se ond. Both transa tions are job
independent, making the bank ef ient irrespe tive of job
omplexities. The traf reated by payment generation and
redemption transa tions is of 1 respe tively 3 pa kets. Sin e
the bank's overhead is 10 ms for either transa tion, the delay
in urred by lients during these transa tions is likely to be
dominated by network laten ies (tens of millise onds).
Se ond, the overheads imposed by our solution on outsour ers and workers are negligible when ompared to overheads of jobs. These overheads onsist of job dependent and
job independent omponents. The job independent omponents
are on the order of millise onds, thus negligible. The osts of
job dependent omponents are determined by the level of assuran e needed by both outsour ers and workers: more ringer
sets improve the worker's onden e whereas more ringers
per set improve the outsour er's onden e. However, these
overheads are very small when ompared to the a tual job
omputation osts. In our experiments, the payment asso iated
overheads for either outsour er or worker are less then 1.5s
for ab - onje ture jobs and only a few hundred millise onds
for SHA-1 inversion jobs.
Our solution ompares favorably with Golle-Mironov. Even
though expe ted to be slower, our solution introdu es very
small overheads. This is a small ost to pay for the additional
benet of providing payment redemption assuran es to workers.
IX. R ELATED W ORK
The model we use in this paper for se urely distributing omputations in a ommer ial environment is proposed
in [16℄, [13℄, [12℄. Monrose et al. [16℄ propose the use of
omputation proofs to ensure orre t worker behavior. A proof
onsists of the omputation state at various points in its
exe ution. In essen e then, the proof is a tra e where ea h
value in the tra e is the result of the omputation based on
the previous tra e value. The worker simultaneously performs
the omputation and populates the proof tra e. The outsour er
probabilisti ally veries the omputation orre tness given the
proof, by repeatedly pi king a random tra e value, exe uting

the omputation given that value and omparing the output
with the next tra e value.
Golle and Stubblebine [13℄ verify the orre tness of omputation results by dupli ating omputations: a job is assigned
to multiple workers and the results are ompared at the
outsour er. Golle and Mironov [12℄ introdu e the ringer onept to elegantly solve the problem of verifying omputation
ompletion for the inversion of one-way fun tion lass of
omputations. Du et al. [9℄ address this problem by requiring
workers to ommit to the omputed values using Merkle
trees. The outsour er veries job ompleteness by querying
the values omputed for several sample inputs.
Szajda et al. [19℄ and Sarmenta [17℄ propose probabilisti
veri ation me hanisms for in reasing the han e of dete ting
heaters. In the same setting, Szajda et al. [20℄ propose a
strategy for distributing redundant omputations, that in reases
resistan e to ollusion and de reases asso iated omputation
osts. Instead of redundantly distributing omputations, Carbunar and Sion [6℄ propose a solution where workers are rated
for the quality of their work by a predened number of randomly hosen witnesses. This solution addresses not only the
selshness of workers but also the relu tan e of outsour ers
to provide fair ratings. Belenkiy et al. [4℄ propose the use of
in entives, by setting rewards and nes, to en ourage proper
worker behavior. They dene a game theoreti approa h for
setting the ne-to-reward ratio, de iding how often to doublehe k worker results.
Motivated by the need of resour e onstrained devi es, su h
as RFID tags, to perform (expensive) ryptographi operations,
Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [14℄ introdu e an outsour ing
framework where the workers a t as ryptographi helpers to
dumb devi es. This model introdu es the additional onstraint
of making the worker oblivious to the a tual omputation
while still allowing the outsour er to ef iently verify its
orre tness.
This paper extends the work of Carbunar and Tripunitara [7℄
by introdu ing two new solutions to the simultaneous omputation for payment ex hange problem. The rst solution
obfus ates the payment with a key generated from ringers
asso iated with the job. The se ond solution uses threshold

ryptography to split the payment into multiple shares, where
only a subset of the shares is needed to re onstru t the
payment. Some shares are then obfus ated with ringers and
some are presented in lear to the worker. The two solutions
provide various degrees of trust to the worker and outsour er.
As su h, ea h solution is suitable for environments where one
of the parti ipants is less trusted than the other. For instan e,
loud providers are more trusted than lients and volunteer
proje t outsour ers are more trusted than workers.
On a related note, Gentry et al. [10℄ introdu e the on ept of
se ure distributed human omputations. While omputers are
still employed to solve large, dif ult problems, humans an be
used to provide andidate solutions for problems that are hard
for omputers (e.g., image analysis or spee h re ognition).
This work proposes the use of payouts not only as a reward
for solving problems, but also in the reverse manner. That
is, humans ould be asked to solve simple problems (image
labeling, CAPTCHA solution gathering, proofreading short
texts, et ) as payment for small Internet servi es.
X. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we study an instan e of the se ure omputation
outsour ing problem in loud and volunteer omputing s enarios, where the job outsour er and the workers are mutually
distrusting. We employ ringers oupled with se ret sharing
te hniques to provide veriable and onditional e-payments.
Our solutions rely on the existen e of a bank that is oblivious
to job details. We prove the se urity of our onstru tions and
show that the overheads imposed by our nal solution on the
bank, outsour ers and workers are small.
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